
The Leap is a network for
thriving professional women.
Designed for women at all career stages, The Leap
is your destination for community, networking, and 
professional development.

Small Cohorts
When you join The Leap, you’ll join a small cohort of 
other professional women—your go-to group for 
accountability, growth, and networking.

The Leap Network
In addition to your cohort, you will have access to the 
full, private network—it’s like your contact list on rocket 
fuel, connecting you to women at all stages of career 
and experience.

6-Week Accelerator
Your cohort will experience a 6-week transformational 
onboarding via an online accelerator course covering 
stress and anxiety, fear of failure and rejection, healthy 
self-identity, overcoming imposter syndrome, and more.

Continuous Education
Access on-demand content curated to be concise (5-10 
mins), highly valuable, and immediately actionable. New 
content is driven by your needs, questions, and requests.

Masterclass Webinars
Each month, our community will host The Leap Live. This  
longer-format webinar series feature specific topics with 
ample Q&A time built-in. Members will be able to ask 
questions and connect with our expert content providers.

Lifelong Development
The Leap is designed to be your forever network: a place 
to make “the leap” from one career to the next; from one 
place to the next; from one phase of life to the next. We’ve 
all been there—it’s time to be there for each other.
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Do You Know a Woman Ready to Take The Leap?
In addition to individual memberships, leaders and companies have a unique opportunity to invite 
professional women in their circles to take The Leap together. Sponsoring  the Leap 
memberships is a way to directly develop high-potential women leaders on your teams. Human Resource 
or Learning departments may send a strong message of empowerment for female employees by using 
The Leap as a professional membership or development. Let’s take The Leap—together.

We are Strong as Individuals, and Unstoppable Together:

We Are The Leap, LLC is recognized 
by SHRM to offer Professional 
Development Credits (PDCs) for 
SHRM-CP® or SHRM-SCP®.


